DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
The father, the two brothers, and the brother-in-law of that
young German had all been caught and put in a concentration
camp. His only surviving relative in the Sudeten town which he
had left behind him was his mother, who had one arm and was
ailing. He could look forward to no future at all. Nobody visited
him, nobody found a place in an emigrant transport for him,
nobody paid his passage to England or the colonies, he was living
in fear that he, his wife and three children would have German
nationality automatically and inescapably bestowed on them
under the Peace of Munich and that they would all be shunted
back across the frontier.
The baby was two weeks old. It was not getting much milk.
Other children in the hall were coughing, were ill.
Later, several of these non-Jewish children died, one, a year
old, on Christmas day. Nobody cared about that.
In view of these things, which I saw in October, I was sorry to
read in November Sir Samuel Hoare's statement in the House of
Commons that Jewish children would be admitted to Englastid in
any number, without any limit whatever, 'if they were sponsored
by responsible bodies and individuals',
'Without any limit.5 Ten thousand, twenty thousand, fifty
thousand Jewish children. Not a word about the non-Jewish
children, so much more numerous.
When I read this it seemed to me, who had seen those non-
Jewish children, a clamant iniquity.
Hardly a week after that speech the first transport of those
Jewish children — 208 — arrived in England. They were the
vanguard of thousands of others. A Daily Express reporter, Mr.
O. D. Gallagher, was sent to report their arrival. He had seen
other refugee children — 2000 Spanish, non-Jewish ones, with
whom he had travelled from Bilbao to France. They had 'blank
faces, dead eyes, drooping mouths'. These Jewish children, when
he saw them in 'Dovercourt's £60,000 holiday camp', were in
good condition, physically and spiritually, well fed and full of
play. 'A rich London Jew5 had sent to Dovercourt 300 pairs of
shoes, 300 raincoats, 300 woollen jerseys for the 208, but title new
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